DOIs, PURLs, URIs Oh My! An Introduction to Persistent Digital Identifiers
(DLC PURL Working Group)

--Begin Chat Transcript--

Jaime Hay -> All Participants: Heads up everyone that it appears attendees are not able to chat with other attendees. If you have a question or a comment, please chat with Host, Presenter ~38amp; Panelists and we will keep our eye on the chat box.


Cindy Etkin -> All Participants: ~38#x2022; Charge and Action Items of PURL Working Group: https://www.fdlp.gov/file-repository/about-the-fdlp/federal-depository-library-council/working-groups/4282-charge-of-the-exploring-the-durability-of-purls-and-their-alternatives-working-group

Jaime Hay -> All Participants: from Lisa Pritchard: Besides clear descriptions and hyphens, are there other standard naming convention practices?

Kelly Seifer -> All Participants: Jenny asks: Is it my connection? James audio drops out every now and then.

Kelly Seifer -> All Participants: Jenny, I have noticed the same, but nothing too problematic

James Jacobs -> All Participants: Sorry Jenny. It could have been my mic

Cindy Etkin -> All Participants: Jenny, I think it is James’ microphone. This happens in our working group meetings too.

James Jacobs -> All Participants: Thanks for reminding me I need to get a new mic :-(

James Jacobs -> All Participants: I only have this mic problem on webex FWIW

James Jacobs -> All Participants: go Ashley!!

James Jacobs -> All Participants: There are a few agencies who use DOIs. They tend to be on the scientific side


Jaime Hay -> All Participants: from Jenny Groome: Question - in early days of Web, I was at a science library and there was talk of DOI being standardized for journal articles. Did that continue?

James Jacobs -> All Participants: OSTI also uses DOIs https://www.osti.gov/data-services

Jaime Hay -> All Participants: from Lisa Pritchard: So, different vendors may identify the same object with different DOIs based upon the path to access and the ir registry of those objects that they don’t own but provide?

Jaime Hay -> All Participants: from Caroline Thomas: NOAA uses DOIs a lot as well.

James Jacobs -> All Participants: Several agencies are DataCite members

https://datacite.org/members.html

Jaime Hay -> All Participants: from Ramona Kohrs: Is it true that institutions need to pay to
register DOIs for their materials?

Jaime Hay -> All Participants: from Jenny Groome: But what if we NEED earlier version of a document? Thinking of legal cases.

Jaime Hay -> All Participants: from Vicki Tate: Where does "permanent.fdlp.gpo.gov" fit into this scheme when the PURL goes to that location?

Jaime Hay -> All Participants: from Joshua Lambert: DOIs cost money. See https://www.doi.org/10DEC99_presentation/faq.html#1.3

Jaime Hay -> All Participants: from Caroline Thomas: It is, and I think it's pretty costly.

James Jacobs -> All Participants: one of the pros/cons of DOIs and other central permalink services is that they cost $$

James Jacobs -> All Participants: good to be superstitious about purls :) 

James Jacobs -> All Participants: "when purls don't work" is the central crux of the matter. DOIs for example can point to multiple instances of an object. So if one server is down, the DOI will resolve to another instance. LOTS OF COPIES KEEP STUFF SAFE!

Jaime Hay -> All Participants: from Jenny Groome: Census redesign was such a headache linking to historic decennial publications. I sent them email asking them to work with GPO to catalog and develop PURLs.

James Jacobs -> All Participants: more on DNSSEC https://www.icann.org/resources/pages/dnssec-what-is-it-why-important-2019-03-05-en

Jaime Hay -> All Participants: from Elisabeth Garner: Our Coordinator of Cataloging helped me with this! He created an "Assigned Task" in MARCIVE to help with new records, and helped me change our existing records too. We use Sierra ILS

James Jacobs -> All Participants: We did a global search for the old purl stem and replaced with the new stem to fix all our records.

Jaime Hay -> All Participants: from Joshua Lambert: After what date should our local PURLs have been changed?

James Jacobs -> All Participants: Joshua, GPO's announcement was in september. But your library need to download updated bib records from GPO Github. If you get your records from Marcive, they are pushing out updated records over the next several months https://www.fdlp.gov/news-and-events/4673-cgp-records-with-updated-purls

James Jacobs -> All Participants: and all new records have the updated purls

Jaime Hay -> All Participants: from Elisabeth Garner: Exactly James...! so we are receiving tons and tons of Overlaid Online records.....)

Jaime Hay -> All Participants: Heads up everyone that it appears attendees are not able to chat with other attendees. If you have a question or a comment, please chat with Host, Presenter~38amp; Panelists and we will keep our eye on the chat box.

Jaime Hay -> All Participants: from Jenny Groome: Two different issues - catalog records and research guides. Because CT State Library is migrating to a new digital collection - we are trying to link to catalog record rather than directly to digital item so we don't have to update in both catalog and research guides. Is anyone else doing that?

Jaime Hay -> All Participants: from Jenny Groome: So, DOI sounds great for enduser - but cost could be issue

Jaime Hay -> All Participants: from Jim Kammerer: Any idea what is the most popular
persistent identifier adopted by digital repositories (govt and non-govt)? Or how does PURL adoption rank among persistent identifiers used by digital repositories (govt and non-govt)? Thank you.

Jaime Hays -> All Participants: from Scott Matheson: but for many disparate objects, humans would think of them as the same thing (like ISBN - if “Tom Sawyer” is the object, lots of ISBNs will work - if one publisher’s edition is the object, then only one ISBN)

James Jacobs -> All Participants: And now we’ve gotten into FRBR with Scott Matheson’s question :-)

James Jacobs -> All Participants: Thanks everyone for attending

---End Transcript---